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On September 19. 1988, the reactor was fully depressurized in the Refuellr.g Operational Mode at a
temperature of approntmately 95'F. Reactor cavity w4ter level was approximat91y four Cnches. A reactor
vessel stud hole protective insert had worked f ree and was floating on the water surface. At 1052 the 18
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump was operated to lower reactor cavity water level to the vessel flange to
permit insert replacement. Visual sighting of cavity water level was believed to be an accurate and timely
indication for the evolution based on past emperience. While completing the draining evolution. the IA RHR
Pump showed signs of cavitation and was stepped by a licensed reactor operator. Within two minutes of
stopping the pump, the reactor vessel was gravity filled from the Refueling Water $torage Tank. Within 14
minutes, shutdown core cooling was restored using the IB RHR Pump. This report is subel'ted voluntarily.

,

The 1A RHR Pump cavitation was caused by the entrainment of air to the pump's suction. It is believed that
air was admitted by a vorten when reactor vessel water level lowered below the top of the reactor coolant
hot legs. The cause of the excessive lowering of vessel water level was a failure to comprehend the fluid
restriction created when the upper internals assembly is fully seated on the hold down spring.

Training sessions have been initiated describing this event with specific emphasis on reactor component
features that contributed to this event. Procedure revisa ins have been initiated to provide better control
and guidance.
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A. PLANT C0telT10NS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Event Date/ Time 9/19/88 _/ 1100

Unit 1 MODE _i - Refuelina Rm Power . 0% RCS (A3] Temperature / Pressure _95'r / 0 estG
-

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

i

On September 19, 1968, the Byron Unit I reactor was fully depressuriasd in the Refueling Operational Mode
(Mode 6). Outlet temperature of the 1A Residual Heat Removal (RHR) (BP] S mp, which was indicative ofu'
reactor coolant temperature, indicated 95'F. The reactor vessel head had been removed and stored in its
designated location in the Containment Building in preparation for a fuel shuf fle. The reactor vessel
upper internals assembly remained installed in the vessel. The reactor cavity was flooded to a level
approximately four inches above the reattor vessel flange and the 1A RHR Pump was in operation to provide
shutdown core cooling at a flow rate of 3200 9pe. Reactor coolant letdown to the Cheetcal and Volume
Control System (CB) was In service via the RHR System. Reactor vessel water level was monitored by the
installation of a tygon tube to a reactoi coolant loop 1 het leg connection. One reactor vessel stud hole
prctective Insert had worked free and was floating on the water surface in the reactor cavity. To replace,

'

the protective insert, reactor cavity water level would have to be lowered to the vessel flange to permit' personnel access to the area.

An Equipment Attendant (EA) (non-Itcensed operator) was stationed in the Containment on the 426' operating
deck to observe reactor cavity water level, be:)use past experience indicated this was the most accurate
indication of reactor vessel water level while lowering level only to the point at which maintenance could
be performed at the vessel flange. The EA Informed the Main Control Room Nuclear $tation Operator (N50)
(licensed reactor operator) that he could not observe water level in the reactor vessel itself, because the
upper internals assembly was still installed and obstructing his view. The N50 directed the EA to observe
the level of the water surrounding the upper internals assembly, since level would only be lowered to the'

reactor vessel flange, which was in sight. At 0957 on September 19, 1986, the IB RHR Pump was started to
lower reactor cavity water level in accordance with '9 ump Down of the Reactor Cavity to the Refueling Water
Storage Tank Operating Procedure" (80p RH-9). The EA observed lowering cavity water level and informed the

; NSO that level had lowered to the reactor vessel flange. At 1005 the N$0 stopped the 18 RHR Pump. The EA
checked reactor vessel water level as irdicated by the tygon tube assembly attached to a reactor coolant

<

hot leg. The level in the tygon tube h&d dropped approximately one foot from its level prior to the 18 RHR
Pump run. At apprealmately 1030 the EA checked the tygon tube water level again and noted it had dropped
another 5 inches. The M50 and other licensed operators on shif t believed that the tygon tube level

|indicator was responding sluggishly and was not reflecting actual reactor vessel water level in real time.
;

Visual sighting of vessel level was believed to be more accurate and timely and, therefore, was used.
|

A Mechanical Maintenance Foreman (non-licensed) entered Containment and requested further lowering of
vessel water levei, since he could stt11 see water in the area of the reactor vessel flange stud holes. ;

At 1052 the NSO started the iB RHR Pump in accordance with 80P RS9 while the Foreman observed cavity water !
: 1evel from the 426' operating deck level. When the Foreman was satisfied that the work area was clear of

|water, he told the N$0 to stop the IB RHR Pump. During this evolution the EA remained on the 426'
operating deck but did not observe cavity water level to minimize his radiation exposure. A mechanic,

!
entered the reactor cat tty, expedttiously installed a replacement reactor vessel stud hole protective
insert, and culted the cavity.
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8. K1CRifl10N OF EVENT: (Continued)

At about the time the Foreman recommended stopping the cavity water level decrease and while the N50 was
monitoring RHR $ystem instrumentation, the N$O observed that 1A RHR Pump motor amperage was fluctuating
between 30 and 50 amps and that letdown flow rate was also fluctuating. At 1059 the N50 stopped the
IB RHR Pump and isolated letdown fluw. At 1100 the N;0 stopped the 1A RHR Pump because the motor amperage
fluctuation had increased to between 20 and 60 amps. The H50 entered and compiled with "Loss of RH During
Refueling Unit 1 Abnormal Operating Procedure" (180A REFUEL-4). The 1A RHR Pump was declared inoperable
and the action requirements for Technical Specification 3.9.8.2 were implemented. At 1102 the 18 RHR train
was sligned to gravity (111 the reactor cavity from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) in accordance
with the "Filling the Reactor Cavity for Refueling Operating Procedure" (80P RH-8). The gravity fill
method provided a flow rate of approximately 1500 gpm. At 1108 the NSO started the IB RHR Pump taking a
suction from the RWST and dit, charging to the reactor coolant loop cold legs. At 1109 the N$0 stopped the
IB RHR Pump, because the Foreman in Containment reported that reactor cavi'y water level was about six
inches above the reactor vessel flange. The 18 RHR train was aligned to provide shutdown core cooling and
at 1114 the 18 RHR Pump was started. Stable plant conditions were achieved and the licensed operators
exited IB0A REFUEL-4 at 1114. At 1153 a sample line valve from the 1A RHR Pump was opened about
one-quarter turn and an air-water mixture was eeltted for 20 to 40 seconds. At 1342 the NSO started the
1A RHR Pump for an operability test and all iridications were that the pump started and operated normally.
At 1346 the 1A RHR Pump was declared operable. At 1453 an Event Notification was telephoned to the NRC in
accordance with 10CFR50.72 (b)(2)(lli), since Station management believed this article to apply at the
time. Further investigation concluded that this event is not reportable pursuant to any 10CFR50.73
articles, but in view of the generic industry implications and subtlety of the event, this Licensee Event
Report (LER) is submitted voluntarily.

C. CAV1L0f_1YUil:

The 1A RHR Pump operating condition fluctuation was caused by the entralnment of air to the pump's suction,
which caused a loss of not positive suction head. It is believed that the air was admitted by a vortex
phenomenon caused when actual reactor vessel water level dropped belew the elevation of the top of the
reactor coolant hot legs and 1A RHR Pump flow rate was about 3200 ppm. $1multaneously reactor cavity water
level remained above the reactor vessel flange. The 18 RHR Pump, which was being used to lower reactor
vesse' water level at the time, was operating at a lower flow rate (less than 1000 gpm) and never displayed '

abnormal operating symptoms during the event. The vortex phenomenon is known to be flow rate dependent and
might also have disabled the 18 RHR Pump, if the level decrease had continued or if the IB RHR Pump had
been aligned to provide shutdown core cooling at a 3200 gpm flow rate.

The cause of the excessive lowering of reactor vessel water level was a f ailure to comprehend. on the part
of all personnel involved in the reactor cavity draining evolution, the fluid flow restriction created when
the reactor vessel upper internals assembly is seated fully on the hold down spring during cavity draining
evolutions. The personnel involved incorrectly assumed that observation of reactor cavity water level was
suf ficient to ensure adequate reactor vessel water level, because previous operating .mperience had proven
this to be the case. Refer to Figure 1 for the following discussion. When reactor cavity water level is
above the top of the upper internals, then cavity water level indicates that the vessel is water filled ;

since cavity level is hydraulically coupled to the vessel via numerous penetrations in the top of the upper
i

i

I

!
,
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C. CESE OF EVENT! (Continued)
.

Internals assembly. However, the design of the upper Internals assembly (top hat design) precluded :

adequate hydraulic coupling of reactor vessel water level and reactor cavity water level, when cavity water !

level was below the top of the upper intertials assembly and the upper internals are fully seated on the
hold down spring. In this condition with cavity water level below the top of the upper internals,
hydraulle coupling with reactor vessel level 9tcurred via bypass flow holes in the lower internals flange
to the vessel downcomer region (cold leg sl6e of core barrel). When the 18 RHR pump was used to lower
cavity water level, it actually took suction from a reactor coolant het leg, which was hydraulically
coupled to the upper internals outlet plenue. This acted to lower water level in the reactor vessel,

beneath the upper Internals by direct coolant removal. 1he cavity water level dropped at a slower rate due
to restrictnd flow through the bypass flow holes in the flange. Therefore cavity water level was held !

artificially high by the lleited capacity of the bypass flow holes, while the actual reactor vessel water '

j level beneath the upper internals assembly lowered according to 18 RHR pump flow rate. As the maintenance
j personnoi in Containment observed cavity water level, the actual. concealed reactor vessel water level
i dropped to a level where vertexteg to the IA RHR Pump suction occurred.

The flow restriction phenomenon had not been observed previously at Byron and would not be espected toi

i occur during a routine refuellr; cutage. Typical refueling activities involve the flooding of the reactor
cavity and removal of the upper la ternals assembly. Following the fuel shuf fle, the upper internals

,

assembly is lowered into the reactor vessel and its weight is supported by the newly installed fuel I
assembly top norale springs. The support offered by the fuel assessiles is sufficient to permit a gap
between the hold down spring and the bottom of the upper Internals assembly flange. During reactor cavity |

*

j draining this gap around the circumference of the flanp permits rrector vessel water level and the reactor
;

cavity water level to lower in unison. In cont,rast, during this event the upper internals assembly had not !
been lifted since the previous refueling in early 1967. During the fuel cycle the fuel assembly top nor:1e '

] springs were compressed and had lost some resilience, therefore, the upper internals assembly flange I

. remained fully seated on the hold down spring. When reactor cavity drafning was necessitated due to
f equipment problems, sufficient flow paths did not exist between the reactor cavity and the volume beneath
i the upper internals assembly. Therefore, the reactor cavity water level remained substantially higher than
i

reactor vessel water level. Support of the upper intervals assembly by the fuel assembly top noaale '

springs was confirmed at Byron en October 6.1966, when the assembly was lowered into the reactor vessel
1 folloelag the fuel shuffle. The post shuffle eleva.lon of the upper internals assembly flange was

[three-quarters of an inch higher than it was when the assembly was removed f rom the reactor vessel.;
!4

4 r

] Equipment deficiencies entsted that contributed to the operators' reliance upon direct visual observation {

I

] of cavity water level in lieu of vessel water level indicators. The tygon tube level had responded
i

'

sluggishly, which is balleved to have been caused by the partial kinking of the tube at seve el locations
i

! where il i tube negotiated corners. The tube kinks restricted air flow induced by liquid level variations
|

4 within tne tube. The restriction delayed accurate level Indication until pressure could be equell ed
j across the tube kinks. Also, a level instrument (ILI-RYO46) designed to provide reactor vessel water level

!

,

1

indication in the Mein Control Row was not in service at the time. This instrument's approutmate range !
] covers elevations from the bottom of the hot leg to just above the reactor vessel flange. The instrument

ij was removed from service as a planned part of the outage to permit installation of a modification designed
|to add another range of indication among other improvements.
|
f

I

i l
1
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D. SAFETY ANALYit):

The actual progression of this event did not present danger to plant personnel or the pubile. At all times
radiation levels in the containment remained normal and maintenance personnel radiation exposures were es
predicted by Health Physics Technicians. Although shutdown core cooling flow provided by the RHR system
was unavailable, within two minutes the N$0 established a gravity fill of 80'F borated water from the RW$f,

to the reactor vessel and within fourteen minutes shutdown core cooling flow from PHR was reestablished.
The N50 properly preserved the operability of the 18 RHR Pump untti the plant condition wss stabilised and

,

it was safe to operate the 1B RHR Pump. The IB RHR Pump could have been, and was briefly, used to provide i

cooling water from the Rw$T to the reactor core during this event. While the IB RHR Pump operated to lower
reactor vessel level from 0957 to 1005 and again from 1052 to 1059, the IB RHR Pump discharge temperature
indicated approutmately 90'F. While gravity filling the reactor vessel via the B RHR Train from the RW$T,
pump discharge temperature indicated approntmately 80'F. When the IB RHR Pump was started in a shutdown
core cooling alignment at 1114, pump discharge temperature rose to approximately 107'F within one minute
and decreased to less than 100'F in the next two minutes. Within ten minutes pump discharge tosperature
had stabilized at approntmately 95'F. It is believed that temperature stratification of the water in the,

reactor vessel caused this temperature response. The cold RW$f water was added at the bottom of the corei

while the hottest water was located in the upper internals outlet plenum, f rom which the IB RHR Pump took a4

suction. When the temper sture transient passed, an average coolant temperature increase of approximately
'! 5'F was Indicated by the 8 RHR Train instrumentation. ~
,

] The safety significance of this event rests in what could have ha7pened. The low reactor vessel water
j level could have resulted in air ingestion by the 18 RHR Pump in addition to the actual air ingestion by
1 the 1A RHR Pump. Reactor vessel water level could still have been restored by the gravity fill method from
'

the RW57. The RHR Pumps could have been ver.ted and restored to operable status. This postulated scenario
and sequence of required actions would have delayed the restoration of shutdom core cooling.

An analysis was performed by Westinghouse to estimate the lowest reactor vessel water level attained during
this event. Based upon studles performed in the "Loss of RHR$ Cooling Whlie R.3 is partially Filled
Topical Report" (WCAP 11916), an RHR pump operating at a flow rate of 3200 gpa would cavitate, as indicated

;
by motor amperage fluctuation, when reacter vessel water level lowers to approximately one-inch below the,

centerline of the reactor coolant hot leg. Therefore, the best estimate of the lowest reactor vessel water
'

level achieved during this event is a level of approulmately one-inch below the hot leg centerline.
,

;

] E. CQiR1(llYE ACT10N$1
>

1. An Operating Department Order was issued on September 19, 1988, to prohlblt any cavity / vessel f
draining operations below the top of the upper internals untti this event has been resolved to the

[satisfaction of Operating Department management.

2. raining sessions have been completed with Operating Department shift personnel describing this :
event with specific emphasis on the reactor vessel component construction features that contributed |
to this event.

1

,

F
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E. C0tKCI1YLACIlotts: (Continued)-

3. Operating procedure revisions have been initiated to provide licensed operators with better centrol
of reactor cavity drain rate and to provide more guidance and cautions. Ces ,1stien of the precedure
revistens is tracked by Action itse Record (A!R) 454-225-46-0203.

4. Tygon tube level indicator deficiencies have been corrected by removing the kinks from the tube.

5. The modification to the vessel level instrument that provides control rees indication will be
completed as scheduled.

F. 2RCYIOU1 OCCl3AEliC(1:

LER IO SER IIILC

NONE

G. COMP 0fENT FAILURE DATA:

a) M ACTURER IDENCLATURE MIDEL ltBSER PFG PART ltBSER

Not Applicable

l

0

1

;

I

i

4
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[ CRDM Housing

/
/

8 AM V/////)^Top Hat Portion
of Upper internals Water Visible

from Containment

Bypass Stud
Flow Holes A Plun

Cavity Boot
Reactor Cavity Floor

[Q
,

How ca.n spring /
i s,

|g
%

.

'

Upper Internals
.

/ ;

Outlet Plenum
[ Reactor f

'

vessel :
-

/$L'

RCS Hot Leg i

!

Lower Internals
Core Barrel To Fim 1 :

RH Pump Simplified Reactor Construction
Suction
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Commonwealth Edison/,,cx\ Byron Nuti:arStation
I
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~~ / 4450 Norti, G:rrnan Church Ro:d

~) Byron,Illinc,is 61010
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October 19, 1988

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir

The enclosed Licensee Event Report from Byron Generating Station is
being transmitted to you as a voluntary report.

This report is number 88-007; Docket No. 50-454.

Sincerely,

W.

fy R. Pleniew cs
( Station Manager

Byron Nuclear Power Station

i

Enclosure Licensee Event Report No. 88-007-00

cc A. Bert Davis, NRC Region III Administrator
P. Brochman, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
INPO Record Center
CECO Distribution List

Ltra BYRON 88-1081 (1921M/0206H) |
!
|
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